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Abstract: This paper introduces an enhanced IS-LM business cycle model by integrating 

control parameters using the Pontiyagin Maximum Principle Method, aiming to maximize 

income within economic cycles. It develops a dynamic model incorporating import and 

consumption rates as controls, showcasing their impact on economic variables through 

simulations and analytical methodologies. The results exhibit a significant increase in 

income by up to 10% through the reduction of interest rates and capital stock. The efficiency 

of the proposed controls is visually demonstrated, providing a robust validation of the 

methodology used, aligning with prior research, and offering substantial insights into 

dynamic business cycle modelling for economic analysis and policy-making. 
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1. Introduction 

Dynamic systems can be developed in various fields of 

life, such as engineering, biology, economics, and other 

social sciences (Radosavljevic et al., 2023). One of the 

models that is a dynamic system in economics, especially 

macroeconomics, is the IS-LM business cycle model 

(Ketut and Tastrawati, 2012). This business cycle model 

is needed to determine the financial conditions in an 

economic cycle. Furthermore, this business cycle model 

can be used as a consideration in policy making in 

economic institutions. In the economy, especially in the 

business world, income is one of the indicators that wants 

to be achieved and even maximize results, so the analysis 

of a model in the economic cycle is needed to make the 

right strategy to obtain the optimal income (Maulidina, 

2017). 

The purpose of this research is to develop a dynamic 

model of the business cycle using controls based on 

dynamic models developed in the fields of finance and 

business. Subsequently, control parameters were added to 

the model using the Pontiyagin Maximum Principle 

Method (Séguret, 2024). With this method, you can obtain 

the best solution to maximize income. 

The Business Cycle Model IS-LM with controls was 

developed by Kaligore, Gabrisch, and Lorenz from the 

basic model (Gabrisch, 1987). The IS-LM business cycle 

model is a macroeconomic model that consists of income, 

capital, and interest rate variables and includes investment, 

saving, and demand functions. A dynamic model of 

business cycle is developed by several researchers 

(Musyaffafi et al., 2018), (Rosmely, Nugrahani, 2016), 

and (Hidayati et al., 2019). This research is developed 

because dynamic models can describe the relationship 

between variables and become solutions to non-dynamic 

cycle modeling limitations. Model by (Musyaffafi et al., 

2018) model IS-LM business cycle model using linear 

investment function, savings function, and money demand 

function. Subsequently, the model was further developed 

by (Rosmely, Nugrahani, 2016), who included an IS-LM 

business cycle model, an investment function and a 

nonlinear demand function, and an IS-LM business cycle 

dynamic model based on a nonlinear function that 

describes the turnover. Money follows a model that 
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changes continuously. When developing the IS-LM 

business cycle model, many researchers add external 

factors influencing the model's dynamics, such as the 

researchers (Hidayati et al., 2019) adding controls to the 

IS-LM business cycle model. Adding controls to the 

research (Hidayati et al., 2019) can reduce delay times so 

that model rotation cycles can achieve stability faster. 

From the three above-mentioned researchers, we 

developed a dynamic model for control of the IS-LM 

business cycle. 

Based on the latest research, we propose dynamic 

models by adding two controls, namely, import and 

consumption rates, to achieve the optimal solutions that 

can maximize income. 

In this article, we will be discussed in several stages, 

that are research methodology, results and discussions, 

and finally the conclusion. 

2. Research Methodology 

The research methodology begins with formulating a 

model, starting with the dynamic IS-LM business cycle 

model (Chasnov, 2012), which delineates the interplay 

among income variables, capital stock, and interest rates 

(Hidayati et al., 2019) by incorporating the investment, 

savings, and demand for money functions. This model 

was further adapted into a non-linear IS-LM business 

cycle model by (Rosmely, Nugrahani, 2016). Their 

modification involves substituting non-linear forms into 

the investment, savings, and demand for money functions. 

(De Cesare et al, 2005) propose the equations for the 

investment (I), savings (S), and liquidity (L) functions in 

Eq. (1). 

 

 

 

 

(1) 

 

So by substituting the function in Eq. (1) in the dynamic 

model of the IS-LM business cycle, a non-linear dynamic 

model is obtained with the variables income (Y), interest 

rate (R), and stock of capital (K) as follows in Eq. (2). 

 

 

 

 

(2) 

Table 1. Parameters description 

NOTATIONS INTERPRETATIONS 

𝛼 > 0 Acceleration due to excess or 

underinvestment. 

𝛽1 > 0 Acceleration caused by a shortage or excess 

demand for money. 

−1 < 𝛽2 < 0 The rate of decline in investment in the 

capital stock. 

0 < 𝑠1 < 1 Growth rate of savings on income. 

𝑔 > 0 Quantity demanded of money to income. 

𝑎 > 0 Coefficient of adjustment in the goods 

market. 

𝑏 > 0 Coefficient of adjustment in the money 

market. 

𝐴 > 0 Technology productivity. 

𝑀 > 0 Constant money supply. 

ℎ > 0 The amount of money demanded relative to 

the interest rate. 

𝑟 > 0 Lowest fixed rate of interest rate. 

𝛿 > 0 Capital depreciation constant. 

2.1 Equilibrium point of the dynamic model 

The equilibrium point is defined as a condition in which 

no changes are observed in each variable over a given 

period of time, defined in Eq. (3).  

 

 

 

 

(3) 

 

We obtained the equilibrium point defined in Eq. (4). 

 

 

(4) 

2.2 Existence of equilibrium point 

In this section, we will establish the existence condition 

of the equilibrium states. The equilibrium points of model 

(2) are as follows : 
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2.3 Local stability analysis 

In this section, we will analyze the local stability of 

equilibrium points. We use eigenvalue and Routh Hurwitz 

method to analyze the equilibrium points.  

First step, we do the linearization of system (2). 

 

Then with maple application we obtain : 

For a fixed point, we obtain the eigenvalues : 

 

Because      , the stability of fixed points  isn’t   

isolated for fixed points               

 

 

We substitute   to Jacobian matrix and we get the 

characteristic polynomial as follows : 

 

With, 

 

 

Based on the Routh-Hurwitz criteria for the third degree 

characteristic equation, the equilibrium point   is locally 

asymptotically stable if : 

  

2.4 Analyze of optimal control 

Model (2) was modified by reducing import rates and 

consumption rates to increase income. Import rate control 

(u1) is given to the interest rest variable, while the 

consumption rate control (u2) is given to the capital stock 

variable. From the two controls provided, the dynamic 

system equation with control is obtained: 

 

with the initial condition,                         . 

Functional objective J formulates optimization 

problems to identify effective strategies. The optimal 

control strategy has the aim of controlling interest, rest, 

and capital stock to maximize income. The objective 

functional is defined as Eq. (6). 

 

 

 

 Where  tf  is  the  final time and the coefficients 

of  

               Balance cost factor caused by the 

scale and importance of the four parts of the objective 

function. To find the optimal control to use,  

 
 

 

  The Hamiltonian function of (5) is : 
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Theorem 2.1 (Dewi, Hana Mutia, 2022) The optimal 

control for        and the solution         of system 

(5)  that minimize        on            when there 

are adjoint variables         that satisfy : 

 

 

Where                    are trenversality 

conditions  and   the  optimal  control satisfy the 

optimality conditions.  

 

Proof. 

We use the Pontryagin Maximum Principle to get the 

optimal control solutions. Differentiate the Hamiltonian 

equation (8) to       and evaluate the optimal control 

variable as : 

 

From this, we get the optimal control       as : 

 

There for optimal control variables to      characterize 

by: 

  

 

3. Results and Discussion 

Numerical results for both the controlled and 

uncontrolled models are displayed in this section. 

Simulation of Eq (2) and (5) was conducted utilizing 

Maple software version 15, Matlab 2018, and data sourced 

from (Hidayati et al., 2019). The specific parameter values 

employed are detailed in Table 2. 

Table 2. Parameter values 

NOTATION VALUE UNIT REFERENCES 

𝛼 1 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−1 (Hidayati et al., 2019) 

𝛽1 1 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−1 (Hidayati et al., 2019) 
𝛽2 -0.1 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−1 (Hidayati et al., 2019) 
𝑠1 0.08 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−1 (Hidayati et al., 2019) 
𝑔 0.05 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−1 (Hidayati et al., 2019) 
𝑎 1.03 - (Hidayati et al., 2019) 
𝑏 0.6 - (Hidayati et al., 2019) 
𝐴 0.1 unit (Hidayati et al., 2019) 
𝑀 0.1 unit (Hidayati et al., 2019) 
ℎ 0.01 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−1 (Hidayati et al., 2019) 

𝑟 0.001 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−1 (Hidayati et al., 2019) 
𝛿 0.1 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−1 (Hidayati et al., 2019) 

 Numerical simulation results were derived from the 

parameters listed in Table 2. Specifically, the model 

incorporating control will employ the Runge-Kutta Order-

4 algorithm. This involves utilizing the forward Runge-

Kutta algorithm to solve the system state and the 

backward Runge-Kutta to complete the co-state system. 

3.1 Interest rest with and without control 

 

Fig 1. Graph of Interest Rest when given control and not 

given control 
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Fig 2. Graph of capital stock when given control and not 

given control 

The simulation model depicted in Fig. 1 demonstrates 

the impact of implementing import control (u1) on Interest 

Rest. The graph illustrates a notable decrease in the 

Interest Rest following the application of the control, 

indicating a reduction from its initial value of 19.42 to 

1.707. 

3.2 Capital stock with and without control 

The simulation model depicted in Fig. 2 demonstrates 

the impact of public consumption (u2) on the capital stock. 

The graph illustrates that upon implementing the control, 

there was a noticeable decrease in the capital stock, 

declining from -6.6 to -25.15, indicating a reduction in the 

capital stock following the intervention. 

3.3 Income with and without control 

The simulation model depicted in Fig. 3 demonstrates 

that the income has risen by up to 10% subsequent to 

reducing both interest rates and capital stock. 

3.4 Control efficiency graph u1 

The controller u1 in Fig. 4 has a value that ranges from 

0 to 1. The percentage of the import rate allocated to 

interest initially remains stable at point 1 from t = 0 to t = 

2.2, after which it gradually decreases until reaching 0 at t 

= 9. Despite u1 not reaching its maximum of 100%, it still 

positively influenced increasing income and decreasing 

interest payments. 

3.5 Control efficiency graph u2 

The controller u2 in Fig. 5 has a value that ranges from 

0 to 1. Public consumption rate was maximized and 

sustained until t = 1.75, after which it gradually decreased 

until reaching 0 at t = 9. Utilizing control u2 below its 

maximum 100% value still influences an increase in 

income compartment and a decrease in capital stock 

compartment. 

Based on the results that we have simulated, it proves 

the efficiency of the method that we have proposed. This 

research has also been confirmed by (Hidayati et al., 2019) 

that the application of Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle is 

efficient with the data used. So that the results of this 

research have strong validation and become the main 

source which can be used by other researchers in the same 

research area. 

 
a) 

 

b) 

Fig 3. a) Graph of income without control; b) Graph of 

income when given control  

 

Fig 4. Graph of control condition u1 
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Fig 5. Graph of control condition u2 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we endeavored to enhance the IS-LM 

business cycle model by incorporating control parameters 

utilizing the Pontiyagin Maximum Principle Method. The 

development of this dynamic model with controls, namely, 

import and consumption rates, aimed at maximizing 

income within the economic cycle. 

The research methodology involved formulating the 

dynamic IS-LM business cycle model, transitioning it into 

a non-linear model, establishing equilibrium points, 

analyzing local stability, and finally introducing optimal 

control strategies. Through numerical simulations 

employing various software tools and referencing 

pertinent data, the impact of controls on interest rates, 

capital stock, and overall income was explored and 

visualized. 

Our findings suggest that implementing import and 

consumption controls can significantly influence 

economic variables. The simulation outcomes 

demonstrated a decrease in interest rates and capital stock, 

ultimately leading to a remarkable increase in income by 

up to 10%. The control efficiency graphs displayed the 

dynamic nature of these controls and their gradual impact 

over time. 

This study's robust validation, supported by the 

efficiency of the Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle 

method, aligns with earlier research (Hidayati et al., 2019), 

reinforcing the reliability and applicability of our 

proposed methodology. Consequently, these results 

provide a strong foundation for further exploration and 

application within the field of dynamic business cycle 

modeling. 

In summary, this research underscores the potency of 

incorporating controls within the IS-LM business cycle 

model to optimize income. The demonstrated efficacy of 

these controls and the validation of our methodology offer 

a substantial contribution to the understanding and 

utilization of dynamic models in economic analysis and 

policy-making. 
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